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COVER STORY

O ne question I’m fre-
quently asked is, 
“Should I follow inte-
riors trends?” While 
we’re mostly fashion-
literate and comforta-
ble with the idea of 
adding a few trend-

led pieces into our wardrobes – re-
freshing an old pair of trousers with a 
new zebra-print shirt, say – when it 
comes to interiors we’re afraid to join 
in. It’s understandable. After all, spend-
ing £20 on a pair of sandals is different 
to dropping several hundred pounds 
on a fashionable chair then regretting 
it. It’s easy to worry the item will look 
dated before we’ve had time to enjoy it 
or, crucially, feel we’ve had our mon-
ey’s worth from it.

So, what’s the answer? Well the first 
is that just as with your clothes, if you 
don’t like it don’t buy it. Just because 
every kitchen on Instagram is dark 
green doesn’t mean you should choose 
that too if you don’t actually like it. It’s 
surprising how many of us forget that 
when we’re faced with an endless 
stream of inspiration via social media.

However, if you do want to nod to 
the prevailing fashions then stick to 
smaller, more affordable pieces such as 
cushions or accessories that you won’t 
mind changing more regularly.

Having said that, if you really, truly 
love something then by all means in-
vest. And then enjoy the fact that be-
cause that item is currently fashionable 
you’ll have lots of choice. One good 
thing about interiors trends is that 
they’ll last a lot longer than a one-sea-
son fashion wonder. There are excep-
tions – we’ll call them fads – such as 
llamas, cacti, pineapples, which aren’t 
here for longevity. Although if you’ve 
always loved the pineapple motif then 
either do it cheaply and ironically – a 
gold sequinned cushion – or invest and 
do it properly – a vintage ice bucket 
from 1stdibs.com, for example. 

Generally, trends start slowly and 
build up before plateauing and gradu-
ally fading away. They’ll first appear at 
trade shows in Milan, Paris, Stockholm, 
and Shanghai when they will be photo-
graphed and written about by journal-
ists and bloggers. Gradually it becomes 
more mainstream and once it hits the 
high street the interioristas (like fash-
ionistas) may well have moved on to 
the next thing, but that’s when most of 
us will get involved. And because we’re 
buying it, shops will continue to stock 
it. So what began as a trend may be 
around for longer. That said, there are 
four main trends that began surfacing 
last year and will grow in popularity 
over the next couple of years and one 
that’s, as they say, just for fun.

Kate Watson-Smyth’s blog is called 
Mad About the House. Her book, 
with the same title, is out now. 

CU RV E S
Mid-century modernism is a classic style that’s been fashionable for a 
while, but it’s now making way for a more luxe and maximalist feel. 
The theory is that when the outside world looks scary we want to 
cocoon ourselves in safe, comfortable homes. The trend for soft 
curves, often upholstered in velvet, is part of that movement. 

Pink velvet dining chair 
designvintage.co.uk, £185
A curvy dining chair that hugs 
you around the edges is more 
comfortable than one made 
from straight lines. But parents 
of small children may feel velvet 
near food is a step too far. 

Monument table 
coucoumanou.com, £950
This clever table has hints of art 
deco, but its design and curves 
are totally 21st century. Take the 
top off and flip the base up the 
other way and you have a lower 
shelf as more storage. 

Angui wall mirror
madeindesign.co.uk, 
£198
The so-called lozenge shape 
cropped up again and again 
in Paris in January. If you’ve 
already bought a round 
mirror that’s fine. If you’re 
still looking, this is more 
current.

Tiffany sofa
grahamandgreen.
co.uk, £3,395
Perfect for long, narrow 
rooms, this curved sofa is 
both striking looking and 
modern. The temptation in 
small rooms is to hug the 
furniture to the walls, 
which can make them 
looked more cramped – as 
if there wasn’t quite 
enough space. This will sit 
slightly away from the 
edges of the room allowing 
the all-important negative 
“breathing” space, which 
will make the area feel 
lighter and larger. 

Stack coffee table, heals.com, £679
This curvy coffee table combines a stained wood top with a 
Carrara marble circle to provide more space. The slim legs 
keep things light and mean it won’t dominate the centre of 
the room, which so many heavy coffee tables can do. 

Kooper two-seater sofa, made.com, £499
A couple of years ago, when the curve was just beginning to 
trend, round sofas were impossible to find for under about 
£8,000 – but when made.com adds something to the 
collection, you know it’s arrived. This is an affordable way to 
buy into this trend and comes in blush pink (still strong), pine 
green (earth tones starting) and sapphire blue.

Bacharach swivel chair 
jonathanadler.com, 
£2,750
It’s curved, it’s velvet, it’s 
brass and it swivels. This 
hits so many trends it’s 
practically met itself coming 
backwards. But this minimal 
style is also quite Forties and 
reminiscent of the Warren 
Platner armchair for Knoll. 

Unfold room divider
fermliving.com,  
€1,149 (£990)
Perhaps room dividers 
should be a trend on their 
own – this one would work in 
the corner of the living room. 
Fits into curves and earth 
tones as a trend as it comes 
in soft pink and forest green.

Enclave rug
westelm.co.uk 
From £299.95
This art deco-inspired, 
softly toned rug is 40 per 
cent wool and has a 
recycled cotton backing. It 
will fit into most colour 
schemes and warm up all 
that grey a treat. 

Black twisted ribbon 
ceiling light
rockettstgeorge.co.uk, 
£89 
Pale rooms always benefit 
from a punch of charcoal to 
stop them being too sickly 
sweet. This ceiling light does 
that perfectly while nodding 
to the current curve trend.  

Tropical print floor 
cushion, Erica Davies for 
qvcuk.com, £29
Not just a jungle print as the 
colours are turquoise and 
pink, taking this classic 
summer look in a new 
direction. Fashion stylist and 
interiors influencer Davies has 
created a range for QVC. 

Filodendron quilt cover 
and pillowcases
ikea.com, £40
In 1996, Ikea urged Britons 
to chuck out the chintz in 
favour of muted Swedish 
minimalism. And now it’s 
bringing it back! Oh, the irony. 
It’s not just this cotton duvet 
cover, there are cushions too. 

Menagerie of Extinct 
Animals wallpaper
Moooi, £135, jane 
richardsinteriors.com
A riot of jungle prints and 
flowers make this a bold yet 
stunning choice. If you’re 
nervous, put it in the 
downstairs cloakroom. Yes, on 
all four walls – and the ceiling! 

Florika tilia petrol 
lampshade, £375, and 
macaque lamp stand, 
£495, houseofhackney.
com 
This season the masters of 
punk chintz have added 
lampstands in the shape of 
monkeys, cheetahs and 
flamingos to their collection. 

J U NGL E CH I N TZ
Chintz is now used to describe any floral fabric 
although the term originated in India (from 
“chitta”, meaning variegated). Last year the 
high street chain H&M collaborated with both 
William Morris and GP & J Baker to produce 
two highly distinctive floral collections. When 
designs like that come to the high street you 
know it’s a proper trend. The fashion for 
so-called botanicals has been around for a 
couple of years now too, and this time they 
have combined. Expect large flowers and 
jungle prints with the odd animal thrown in.

LEAFY GREENS
Rattan chair, 
rockett-stgeorge.
co.uk, £195; 
Amazonia cushion, 
mindtheg.com, £94
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Faunacation fringed 
parachute lampshade
divinesavages.com, £250
This is the epitome of the 
jungle chintz mash-up – 
there are tropical palms, as 
well as foliage and big cats, 
but all in a sumptuous red 
and blue with decadent 
black fringing. 

Amazonia cushion
mindtheg.com, £94
Based in Romania, Mind the 
Gap is the brand for pattern 
lovers, with rich wallpapers 
and fabrics in designs inspired 
by Fornasetti as well as jungle 
prints and natural history 
designs with a bit of circus and 
ancient manuscripts thrown in. 

Berlin loft sofa bed, ligne-roset.com, £1,858
The tropical leaf pattern that’s been so prevalent on the high 
street is seen here in a sophisticated blue colourway in this sofa 
bed described by its designers as both “trendy and casual”.

Jungle velvet sofa, ellajames.co.uk, £395
This sofa comes in a deep blue and aqua printed velvet mixing 
leopards and lemurs on a flowery background. The armless style 
is less dominating so you can be braver with pattern. 

Amazon duvet cover 
emmajshipley.com, £140
Designer Emma Shipley 
weaves exotic flora and fauna 
into her cotton sateen 
reversible duvet covers 
designed in conjunction with 
Clarke & Clarke, livening up 
minimal Scandi interiors 
a treat. 

Gucci upholstered  
wood chair 
mytheresa.com,£2,010 
Six months ago, Gucci’s 
Alessandro Michele brought 
his signature bold patterns to 
interiors. This is jungle chintz 
at its most literal. It’s not 
cheap, but then you didn’t 
think it would be.
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Millennial pink is 
going nowhere, but 
while grey has 
largely disappeared 
from the trade shows 
and most fashionable 
homes, earthy tones 
have taken their 
place – look out for 
soft terracotta, sage 
green with 
burgundies and 
chocolate browns. 
These colours are 
easy and relaxing; 
they will warm up 
existing greys and, 
layered together, 
provide a sense of 
cocooning luxe.

Barcelona duvet
J by Jasper for  
debenhams.co.uk 
£40-£70
The high street is full of 
shades of pale pink, mustard 
and terracotta. This duvet 
cover, with its bold curvy 
motif, ticks all those boxes. 

Bordallo pinheiro 
tableware, zarahome.
com, from £15.99
This Portuguese brand has 
been popping up on tables 
nationwide. It started with a 
green cabbage leaf plate and 
has now been joined by a red 
tomato tureen.

Large kelim rug
roseandgrey.co.uk, £410
These soft earth tones are 
perfect for this trend, plus 
there’s a nod to the next one 
too. We won’t be calling it 
magnolia again (yet) but all 
shades of cream are on their 
way back. Resistance is futile.

Tokyo flower cushion
rockettstgeorge.co.uk, £28
If you worry that a trend is fleeting then what 
better than an object that can hit two or three of 
them at the same time? This reversible cushion is 
coloured in earth tones but one side is chintzy florals 
while the other is a sort of geometric curved pattern. 
It’s either brilliantly in fashion or hedging its bets.

Raami tumblers
Jasper Morrison for 
iittala, trouva.com £19
Smoked glass has been back 
on the radar for a while and 
these green tumblers by 
Jasper Morrison are a good 
way in. They also come in 
clear, so mix and match.

Tall bubbled vase
hm.com, £17.99
Bring a hint of sunshine into 
your home with this curvy 
bubbled vase from H&M. It 
comes in a soft yellow or this 
pretty blue-green colour that 
works perfectly in this new 
earth-toned palette.

Primo large tavolini
anotherbrand.co.uk, 
£295 
As living spaces become 
smaller and smaller, 
welcome the return of the 
nest. This set comes in oak, 
walnut and charcoal – 
perfect earth tones.

Plaster pink linen 
tablecloth, rowen 
andwren.co.uk, £82
Nothing says summer like a 
linen tablecloth on a garden 
table, but it works just as well 
indoors. Also comes in warm 
white and chambray stripes. 
Just add a carafe of rosé.

Grove waffle bedspread
made.com, £49
A bedspread or throw is one of 
the easiest ways to ring the 
seasonal changes. Made.com 
has a huge choice in colours 
from terracotta to chartreuse: 
one of the most useful 
purchases you can make. 

Skinny locker 
housecurious.co.uk, 
£199 
These industrial lockers by 
Australian brand Mustard 
come in mustard, blush and 
slate. They are great for 
children’s rooms and make the 
perfect bedside cabinets. 
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R AT TA N
It’s back from the Seventies and it’s huge. No longer just for conservatories and student digs, the 
rattan trend is strong. Whether you hang a chair from your kitchen ceiling or incorporate a 
lampshade on the landing, there’s no escaping the cane this season.

Tio headboard
laredoute.com, £219
This rattan beauty is perfect 
for a warm summery bedroom. 
It’s fine in winter too, but 
accessorise with wool rather 
than heavy velvet. 

Industriell armchair 
ikea.com, £120
A chair that fits easily with 
many interiors as it’s not too 
summery. Perfect for kitchen, 
dining room, or as an 
occasional desk chair.

Java natural rattan 
lampshade  
made.com, £49 
A lampshade is a good way to 
dip a tentative toe into a trend 
and this one casts interesting 
shadows.

Palma coffee table
designvintage.co.uk, 
£310
A perfectly retro piece that 
will slot easily into many 
homes, although it will work 
best in a pale space. 

Retro webbing cabinet
livingandcompany.com, 
£1,495
A star piece at the January 
maison et objet trade show in 
Paris, expect to see this on a 
high street near you soon.

Thonet S 64 cantilever 
chair, ambientedirect.
com, from £839
While not strictly rattan, if you 
have always loved this look 
and want to invest, this is the 
way to go. A design classic.

Rattan 
hanging 
chair 
house 
curious.
co.uk, £199
It doesn’t get 
much more 
classic than 
this. A hanging 
rattan chair 
– just make 
sure you find a 
joist in the 
ceiling to hang 
the hook from. 
It would be 
perfect 
outdoors, but 
it’s not 
weather-proof 
so make sure 
you have 
somewhere 
dry to store it. 

Braided tray 
hm.com, £24.99 
This will carry your cocktails 
out to the garden all summer. 
When the nights draw in, put it 
on the kitchen worktop and fill 
it with herbs and chilli plants. 

Rattan lounge chair
frenchconnection.com, 
£495
This chair is both comfortable 
and stylish. Perfect in a 
bedroom for people with 
floordrobe tendencies.

Rattan webbing screen
coxandcox.co.uk, £275
A great way to divide a space 
(or hide clutter) this cane and 
rattan screen will work 
perfectly in the bedroom or 
corner of the living room. 

Chair, Kate’s own; cushion, 
rockettstgeorge.co.uk, £50 

POP A RT
This is vying for a place with a few other micro trends. 
There are lots of affordable pieces around: think bright 
cushions, irreverent shapes – and, above all, fun. 

Ceramic balloon
sivansternbach.com, 
£450 
These come in all shapes and 
colours. Fix one to the ceiling 
or halfway up a wall. Pop art in 
its most literal sense.

Omg pop art armchair
decoralist.com, £700
Works well in a more classic 
environment as long as it’s the 
only off-the-wall piece – or 
put it in the hall where it can 
make its own statement. 

Acrylic amoeba 
sculpture, jonathan 
adler.com, £295 
Don’t fancy the acrylic 
amoeba? Then check out the 
giant rabbit, the giraffe’s head, 
or the huge pills.

Mrs Hoffman stripy  
hair woman vase
wagreen.co.uk, £42
Perfect for spring tulips and 
daffodils – but try also putting 
herbs in to add to the 
crazy-hair effect. 

Jimmie Martin cushion 
houseology.com, £95 
Nothing says pop art more 
than these lips. Check out the 
sausage dogs – buy a head, a 
tail and as many middles as it 
takes to fill your sofa. 

Doll sideboard
mucknbrass.com, £520
Zoe Pocock’s one-off pop-art 
pieces are always clever and 
collectible. If you have 
something you’d like altered, 
she also works to commission. 

Louie banana  
standing lamp  
wagreen.co.uk, £195 
Yes, this irreverent piece 
would work in a child’s room 
– but how much more fun 
would it be in the kitchen? 

Pop art prints
artandhue.com, 
from £15 
This site offers a huge range of 
images in the distinctive 
pop-art style – there are even 
Carry On and The Beano prints.

Seletti folding chair 
amara.com, £52
It’s always handy to have a 
couple of folding chairs 
around. Choose between the 
classic pop art mouth, a fried 
egg or a hot dog.

Flying Object blue 
wallpaper
mindtheg.com £129
Wallpaper is coming back 
into fashion and this would 
look fantastic on a ceiling 
with the matching plain blue 
all over verticals. The ceiling 
is the fifth wall after all.


